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Special Collections continued its tradition of hosting
Dr. Andrew P. Haley, who spoke about a community
cookbook from the Mississippiana Collection on
October 4. Haley, an associate professor of history
in the School of Humanities, based his talk on a
1954 cookbook from Columbia’s As You Like It Club
to explore how what we eat tells a story about who
we are. Members of the Southern Miss community
prepared items from the As You Like It Club Cook Book
for the reception prior to the talk.
Haley’s talk highlighted his work with the Mississippi
Community Cookbook Project, a digital humanities
initiative he created that studies cookbooks for the
surprising insights into the ways Mississippians ate
and how they viewed their hometowns, state and
even the world. Learn more about the project at
mscommunitycookbooks.usm.edu.
The result of efforts to collect Mississippi
community cookbooks has led to Special Collections
receiving hundreds of cookbooks from around the
state. Today in Mississippi, published by the Electric
Cooperatives of Mississippi, featured the cookbook
project as its cover story, which resulted in
numerous donations, not only from within the state,
but from out of state, as well. Special Collections
received two cookbook collections from the estates
of women who wrote columns about food in their
local newspapers. In addition to the cookbooks, the
families donated copies of the newspaper columns
to help preserve the legacy of these women and
their writings about food in Mississippi.
For more information about the cookbook collection
in Special Collections, contact Jennifer Brannock at
Jennifer.Brannock@usm.edu or 601.266.4347.
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THE ART OF PROCESSING MATERIALS IN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
CARLA CARLSON, ASSISTANT CURATOR OF HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS

Ideally, when an archive receives a collection of papers or a
group of records, they will have been arranged by the originator
(the person or persons that created or assembled the collection
or records) and boxed up for the move to the archives in such
a way that this order has been preserved. However, collections
are often only semi-organized or lacking any organization
completely. Observing the level of organization, or imposing
one where it is lacking, and then describing the organized
material is what manuscript processors do.
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When preparing to process a collection, the first step is
to observe the materials’ overall size and scope and to discover
any underlying organizational scheme in the collection. The
next stage is the processing, or arrangement and description,
which is where more detailed descriptions are created beyond
the initial survey followed by creating a listing of box contents,
folder lists, and “series” and “sub-series.”

Aid is created, which includes administrative histories,
biographical notes, scope notes, acquisition information,
any archival processing treatment rendered, and the overall
organization of the collection.
Manuscript processing rates vary depending on the size
of the collection. A single item could take an hour, while
a large collection could take years. Special Collections
employs staff that devote all their time to the processing of
collections at hand. Currently they are working on long-term
projects. However, during the summer, Lynn Cowles, a student
processor, began work to process the smaller collections, and
one of the full-time processors has also begun working with
the smaller collections.

Archival processing often includes basic preservation practices,
such as removing staples and paperclips, placing materials
in acid-free folders and boxes, isolating acidic materials to avoid
acid migration, photocopying damaged or acidic documents,
and unfolding papers. After this process is complete, a Finding

Currently, processors are wrapping up the Henry and Sue
[Lorenzi] Sojourner Civil Rights Movement Collection, working
on the Gene Taylor Papers, and completing final descriptions
of over 2,000 newly digitized items from the Hurricane Camille
Photograph Collection. There are incredibly interesting things
happening in Special Collections, and the people who donate
and research these items are equally interesting. You never
know what we might get next!

COLLECTIONS PROCESSED IN THE SPRING OF
2018 INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

COLLECTIONS PROCESSED IN THE SUMMER OF
2018 INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

EDYTHE EVELYN GANDY
PERSONAL COLLECTION

FORD (CHARLES HENRI) LETTERS

This collection contains materials from Evelyn Gandy’s
personal and political life, speeches, newspaper articles,
Gandy family information and photographs.

Ford was a poet, editor, novelist and artist. He was
considered to be the United States’ first Surrealist poet.
This collection includes 13 letters and postcards from
Charles Henri Ford to Robert Sharrad, the book editor of
City Lights, regarding Sharrad’s invitation to Ford to
contribute to the journal. The letter dated “25 ix 86” includes
the haiku submitted by Ford, taken from The Minotaur Sutra.

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS
(CCC) CAMP PHOTOGRAPHS
ROBERT F. KENNEDY CIVIL
RIGHTS LETTER
The letter, an unsigned, one-page letter to U.S. Attorney
General Robert F. “Bob” Kennedy from Hattiesburg,
Miss., describes the Freedom Riders and other civil
rights activists negatively and criticizes the federal
government for interfering in the Southern way of life.

WOODROW “WOODIE” ASSAF PAPERS
Woodrow “Woodie” Assaf worked in broadcasting at
WQBC in Vicksburg, then WJDX in Jackson. On December
20, 1953, WLBT-TV went on the air with Assaf as
the weathercaster. He delivered the weather for 56
years with WLBT-TV, retiring as the longest-running
weathercaster in the United States.
The materials held within the collection document
Woodie Assaf’s career in radio and television, as well
as his charitable work for local organizations. The
materials include correspondence, scripts, sheet
music and programs from various events emceed by
Assaf, news clippings, photographs, broadsides and
memorabilia. Items of note are several community
cookbooks produced for WLBT-TV.

HOMOCHITTO LUMBER COMPANY PHOTOGRAPH

This is an 8.5” x 13.5” black-and-white aerial photograph of the Homochitto Lumber Company in Bude, Miss. (Franklin County).
The company was organized in 1912 by Fenwick L. Peck of the U.S. Lumber Company and began operation in 1913.

SARA CRAIG MCCORKLE COLLECTION
Sara Craig McCorkle was a civic activist in Mississippi
during the mid-20th century. She served as the state
president of the American Legion Auxiliary and the director
of the Government Program of Girls State, as well as other
civic organizations. McCorkle organized Patriotic American
Youth (PAY) in 1958, while she served as the head of the
Women’s Division of the Mississippi Citizen’s Council.
The organization distributed anti-communist books and
pamphlets, many of which came from the House UnAmerican Committee. PAY held conferences throughout
the state and hosted speakers that addressed topics that
focused on anti-communism. Governor William A. Allain
of Mississippi declared September 6, 1986, “Sara Craig
McCorkle Day,” in recognition of her civic achievements.

CAMP SHELBY
HISTORY
COLLECTION
The collection traces the
history of Camp Shelby,
Mississippi, beginning
with World War I through
the early 21st century.
Materials held within
the collection include
letters, postcards, a
scrapbook, photographs,
official documents, news
clippings, ephemera
and publications.

ALFRED P. ANDREWS SYLVESTER MAGEE RESEARCH COLLECTION
A. P. Andrews was a retired insurance
agent, amateur historian, and
member of the Jackson (Miss.) Civil
War Roundtable, who drew attention
to Sylvester Magee’s story as the
reputed last living former slave.
Magee, who died in 1971, stated that
he was born in 1841 in North Carolina.
After he escaped the plantation in
Rankin County, Mississippi, where
he was enslaved, Magee claimed to
have served for both the Confederate
and Union Armies during the Civil
War and witnessed the siege of
Vicksburg. Magee also claimed to have
fathered a child at 109 years of age.

The collection includes materials
collected and produced by A. P.
Andrews in his effort to substantiate
Sylvester Magee’s claim to have
been an adult enslaved man
that served in the Civil War. The
collection includes correspondence,
newspaper clippings and journal
articles, research notes produced by
Andrews, photographs, and reel-toreel tapes of oral histories of Magee
and some of his family members.
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
SCIENCE CAFÉ
DAWN SMITH, ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN FOR PUBLICITY AND OUTREACH

SCIENCE CAFÉ
AT COOK LIBRARY
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The Science Café at Cook
Library is an opportunity to
participate in lively and engaging
conversations about science
in a casual, welcoming and
informal environment. The fall
2018 Science Café highlighted the
danger surrounding texting and
driving, as well as weather and
climate change.
On September 24, Dr. Yuanyuan
Zhang, research professor in the
University’s Center for Logistics,
Trade and Transportation,
discussed her research on traffic
safety, especially distracted driving. Her research topics and interests
include machine learning application in transportation studies,
transportation and economic development, transportation planning
and management, transportation safety, roadway network analysis,
and pedestrian and bicycle-related studies. Those in attendance were
able to safely experience the hazards of texting and other distractions
behind the wheel in a simulator provided by the Mississippi
Department of Transportation. In 2016, Mississippi averaged 23.1 deaths
per 100,000 people due to car crashes, ranking it as the deadliest
state in that category, according to a study examining the effects of
distracted driving.
On October 22, Drs. Tommy Patterson and Mark Puckett led a
discussion on weather and climate change following a showing of clips
from the NOVA documentary, Decoding the Weather Machine. Patterson,
a visiting assistant professor of geography in the School of Biological,
Enivironmental and Earth Sciences, specializes in tree-ring science,
climatology and forest ecology. Puckett is a professor of geology, and
his focus is stratigraphy and paleontology. He specializes in a group
of tiny fossils called ostracods and uses them to study a variety of
geologic processes. Decoding the Weather Machine is a documentary
by NOVA that cuts through the confusion around climate change. The
film features scientists from around the world on a quest to better
understand the workings of the weather and climate machine we call
Earth and discover how we can be resilient—even thrive—in the face of
enormous change.

SCIENCE CAFÉ ON THE COAST
Science Café on the Coast is a collaboration between The University
of Southern Mississippi Gulf Coast Library, Harrison County Library
System, Long Beach Public Library, the Hancock County Library System
and Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College in Perkinston. The fall
series began on September 11, with “Marine Debris in our Mississippi
Waters” at the Pass Christian Public Library. Presented by Amanda
Sartain, this presentation explained how marine debris affects our
marine environments and how it can be prevented. Sartain is an
extension program assistant at Mississippi State University’s Coastal
Research and Extension Center and is affiliated with the MississippiAlabama Sea Grant Consortium as a marine debris specialist.
Amanda Jefferson presented “Making Heads and Tails of the Gulf of Mexico
Red Snapper Fishery” on October 2, at the Orange Grove Public Library.
Jefferson provided a broad overview of the history and management of the

Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery and discussed a Gulf-wide project she is
involved with, known as the Great Red Snapper Count. She coordinates her
efforts with the Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension
Center and the Mississippi Alabama Sea Grant.
On October 30, at the Barry L. Mellinger Student Center on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College Perkinston campus,
Dr. Deanne Stephens discussed Pellagra, a debilitating skin disease that
became an epidemic in the 19th-century rural South. In conjunction
with the presentation, the student center showcased the exhibit
“Pellagra and the South,” which was on display from September
through October. Pellagra is a disease caused by low levels of niacin,
also known as vitamin B-3. It is marked by dementia, diarrhea and
dermatitis, and if left untreated, can be fatal.
The final fall event was held on November 6, in the Community Arts
Building on Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College’s Perkinston
campus. “Prescription Drugs Overload-The Effects of Taking Medications
on the Body,” presented by Dr. Katilin Truong, discussed polypharmacy,
which is the act of taking multiple medications at the same time
and how it can drastically alter the body. Truong is the director
of pharmacy for HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital in Gulfport,
Miss. Kaitlin has more than 17 years of experience in the hospital
pharmacy setting, including inpatient rehabilitation. Her professional
interests and expertise include the areas of infectious disease and
anticoagulation. She is a graduate of the University of Mississippi,
where she earned her Doctor of Pharmacy and Bachelor of Science in
pharmaceutical sciences.

SCIENCE CAFÉ AT THE GULF COAST
RESEARCH LABORATORY (GCRL)
“Living Shorelines” was presented by Dr. Bret Webb at GCRL on August 28.
This presentation and discussion pointed out the important issues driving
coastal erosion across time and the benefits and pitfalls associated with
short-term mitigation strategies. Coastal erosion is an ever-present threat
to upland development, and its mitigation is of paramount concern to
property owners, officials and resource managers. A central theme of this
seminar centered on the juxtaposition of traditional shoreline armoring
practices and softer, more natural techniques, like living shorelines.
Webb is a professor of civil, coastal and environmental engineering at the
University of South Alabama.
Mississippi is home to 18 species of native milkweeds present in a
variety of formats. Drawn to the milkweeds twice a year are monarch
butterflies, as they migrate from the Trans-volcanic Mountains of
Mexico, across the United States and into Canada and back. On
September 25, Dr. Audrey Harrison presented “Mississippi Milkweeds
for Monarchs.” In this presentation, Harrison discussed the decline of
Mississippi’s native milkweeds, impacts on monarch butterflies, and
what we can do to help these and other important species. Milkweeds
are the host plants for monarch caterpillars; adult females actively
search for these plants when ready to lay eggs. Monarch populations
have been on a steep decline over the last two decades, and loss of
milkweeds has been one contributing factor. Harrison has had a lifelong
interest in entomology, starting in childhood as a regular attendee of
the Mississippi State University’s summer Bug and Plant Camp. Harrison
has a Master of Science in entomology from Clemson University and a
PhD from the University of Mississippi. She is a research biologist for
the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers in Vicksburg. Her area of research is
aquatic insects, community ecology and river restoration.
The final two sessions took place on October 30 and November 27.
“Walking Your Watershed” discussed how to find your connection
to the Gulf of Mexico, and was presented by Dr. Jessica Kastler, the
coordinator of program development for the Marine Education Center
at GCRL. “The History and Construction of the Harrison County Seawall”
was presented by Philip Shaw, a Gulf Coast architect and the grandson
of Hobart Shaw, the civil engineer who oversaw the design and
construction of the Harrison County Seawall from 1923-25.

ART AND ARTISTS AT THE
GULF COAST LIBRARY

ONE STUDENT’S INTERNSHIP
IN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

BETTY SHAW, ACCESS SERVICES FINANCIAL COORDINATOR, GULF COAST LIBRARY

JENNIFER BRANNOCK, CURATOR OF RARE BOOKS AND MISSISSIPPIANA

Art exhibitions at the Gulf Coast Library began as a way to bring the local
community into the library. Local artists are invited to display and sell
their artwork, which is displayed in the public areas on all three floors
of the library. The Gulf Coast Library is now host to several exhibitions
throughout the year for up to three months at time.

Special Collections works with
students around the University
on internship projects to provide
hands-on experiences in their
areas of study, as well as outreach
projects. During the summer
semester, Jacob Featherling,
a history master’s student,
worked with the Mississippiana
collection to fulfill his internship
requirement for the public history
certificate offered through the
School of Humanities. As part
of his eight weeks in Special Collections, Featherling curated
an exhibit, created a LibGuide, wrote an Item of the Month, and
worked on inputting headings into ArchivesSpace.

The fall 2018 exhibition,
The Gulf of America, by
award-winning Bay St. Louis
artist, Herb Willey, featured
60 original transparent
watercolor paintings. This
exhibition grew out of
Willey’s earlier project, Along
Beach Boulevard, which
depicted everyday scenes
Willey’s It’s Not About the Birds was juried into the along Mississippi’s Highway
2016 Arts of Hancock County Arts Alive Exhibition.
90. He has expanded his
scope to picture equally inspiring images from the coasts of Alabama,
Florida and Louisiana. Clever titles, like Stalking a Mocking, They Took
My Spot, and Fisherman and the Critic, provide hints about the paintings.
Willey first studied art in public school, later at the University of Hawaii
while serving in the U.S. Navy, and also at the University of New Orleans
at Lafayette. His work has been displayed in many local art venues,
including an exhibition at Gallery 220 in Bay St. Louis. Many of his
watercolor paintings have been juried and honored in regional, national
and international shows, including the
Global Division International Watercolor
Society shows in Hong Kong and Taiwan.
From June through August 2018, the
Gulf Coast Library displayed the
artwork of Larry Campbell, a local
artist from Gulfport. His abstract
acrylic pieces are untitled to
encourage the imagination to interpret
what it sees. His artwork was also on
display at the Gulfport Galleria of Fine
Art, where he was featured as the
Artist of the Month during July 2018.
Untitled artwork by Larry Campbell

The Eagle Art Exhibition features art by
Southern Miss students and members
of the faculty and staff, and is one
of the most popular exhibits each
year. Students, faculty and staff are
encouraged to share their artwork
in many different art forms, which
include jewelry, soap, knitting, quilts,
mixed media, woven baskets and
sculpture, as well as photography and
painting. Participants are encouraged
to enter multiples pieces and can make
their work available for purchase. The
Eagle Art Exhibition takes place in
February, March, and concludes in
April with a reception.

The exhibit, Timber and Lumber in Mississippi, traced the
development of the industries and, in a way, Mississippi itself.
The display was available through September in Cook Library.
Special Collections materials highlighted in the exhibit came
from the S. G. Thigpen Papers, the Dr. Gilbert H. Hoffman Papers
and Research Collection, various photographic collections and
state-published documents.
Featherling’s LibGuide on American Indians in Mississippi
highlights resources in University Libraries that focus on the
history and culture of American Indians in the state. As a master’s
student in history, he researches Native American history, and this
guide allowed him to use his knowledge of the topic to create a
resource that can be used by researchers worldwide.
Each month, Special Collections selects an item from the
collections as the Item of the Month. As part of this series,
Featherling selected “Good Bye Sweetheart, Good Bye,” an 1863
American Civil War ballad. Composed by Englishman John Liptrot
Hatton and published in Columbia, South Carolina, this sheet
music has ties to the Confederate States of America. Publisher
George Dunn of George Dunn & Company aided in the production
of other music, including “The Southern Soldier Boy,” “God Save
the Southern Land” and “Awake! A Southern War Song.”
The staff in Special Collections continues to work to transfer
existing finding aids and indexes into ArchivesSpace, a new
interface to search guides. As part of this process, Feathering
assisted by entering Mississippiana vertical file topics into the
information management system. His work with ArchivesSpace
provides him additional experience that will be beneficial in
future job searches.

Janessa Ullendorf’s Feuilles Jaunes
(French for “yellow leaves”) - Janessa
is a USM student and media
specialist at the Gulf Coast Library.

Whether it is working with public history or library science
students, internships in University Libraries are an integral part
of the educational process of these future historians, curators
and librarians. The practical experiences offered through these
projects take the intellectual aspects from the classroom and
combine them with exercises that provide service to create
realized outcomes for professional development.
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
SUPPORTS OPEN ACCESS
INITIATIVES
JOSH CROMWELL, INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY COORDINATOR

Librarians have long identified providing access to all resources
they hold as a guiding principle of the profession. If an item
is part of a library’s collection, then it should be available to
all patrons, regardless of format or platform. But what about
information that is not part of the library’s collection? Should
libraries advocate for information that is currently behind publisher
paywalls to become freely accessible to all users as well? For
advocates of Open Access (OA), the answer is a resounding “yes.”
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Open Access refers to the effort to make all research and scholarly
publications freely available to all users. OA advocates contend
that much of the research that is published behind paywalls is
actually funded through federal grants, meaning that the public
is subsidizing the costs of the research and should, therefore,
have access to the results. Under the current system, the public
actually pays for research twice – first in the initial funding phase,
then again through paying subscription costs to access the final
findings. They also contend that authors whose works are publicly
available are more likely to be cited by others since a much
larger number of people will have access to the work. Each fall,
University Libraries supports OA efforts through two initiatives.
In October, libraries across the world celebrate Open Access
Week during the last week of the month. Open Access Week is an
opportunity to educate individuals about the reasons to support OA
and discuss the opportunities OA offers. University Libraries expands
on this concept by identifying October as Open Access Month and
by holding a series of events throughout the entire month. This
year’s events examined Open Access from the perspective of several
academic disciplines: education and the social sciences, business,
STEM fields, the arts and humanities, and health and nursing. Each
panel featured three to four faculty members from the respective
disciplines who shared their experiences with publishing research
in Open Access journals, using open educational resources (OER)
or open textbooks in their classes, and they identified potential
areas for growth in the coming years. The panelists also addressed
some of the challenges posed by a transition to Open Access in
each discipline and offered ideas on how to address these issues.
The panels were open to the entire University community.
October also marked the launch of the latest round of the Open
Textbook Initiative. This initiative, which is co-sponsored by the
Libraries and the Office of the Provost, offers support and funding
to faculty who replace traditional textbooks in their courses
with free alternatives. Faculty who apply for the program can
submit proposals to either adopt an existing textbook, develop an
open textbook by compiling a variety of free resources, or write
their own open textbook to be hosted in Aquila. Faculty whose
proposals are accepted are each partnered with a librarian who
can assist them with identifying resources for the textbook, and
the participants are also provided with training on copyright,
the basics of OER, and tips and tricks to find resources. The
initiative is designed to support Southern Miss students by
providing them with free alternatives to traditional textbooks,
which often place a significant financial burden on students.
For more information about Open Access and about
OA Week/Month events, visit aquila.usm.edu/oaweek.

STUDENTS CURATED
EXHIBITS: LAND PIRATES,
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
AND SOUTHERN COOKING
JENNIFER BRANNOCK, CURATOR OF RARE BOOKS AND MISSISSIPPIANA

On April 19, Special Collections hosted a reception in McCain
Library and Archives to highlight exhibits curated by three
Southern Miss students. Special Collections leads a program
where students curate mini-exhibits featuring materials from
the Libraries’ collections. Students learn to select items for
display, install the
materials, write labels
and exhibit text, and
publicize the exhibit.
This year’s exhibits
feature the work of two
undergraduate history
majors and an English
doctoral student.
Land Pirates and
Lawlessness in 19th
Century Mississippi,
curated by English
PhD student (and
spring 2018 graduate)
Todd Gray, revisits criminal activity in Mississippi from the
early to mid 1800s. During this period, parts of Mississippi
were considered the frontier. The Mississippi River, Natchez
Trace and south Mississippi served as the backdrops for
the criminal exploits of such infamous highwaymen as the
Harpe brothers, Samuel Mason, John A. Murrell and James
Copeland. The exhibit features novels, illustrations and
historical accounts of this raucous period in Mississippi.
Putting the “Able” in Disabled: Representation of Disabilities
in Children’s Literature, curated by undergraduate English
major Sara Ditsworth, explores the depiction of mental
and physical disabilities in children’s literature. The exhibit
shows the everyday lives of those with disabilities through
photographs and books celebrating diversity and inclusivity.
Elevating the Ignoble: The Southern Cookbook as a Medium for
Cultural Expression and Identity, curated by School of Library
and Information Science graduate student Rachel McMullen,
looks at stereotypes of the American South in relation to
culinary traditions. Many of the stereotypes that are directed
at the South’s culinary habits have helped lead a concerted
effort to recapture Southern identity, as it is harshly defined
by curious spectators, and concoct a new image by serving
up seductive, distinctly Southern cuisine. The cookbooks
included in this exhibit do just that by both embracing and
celebrating the misconceptions that plague the Deep South
to redefine its eccentricities as endearing attributes worthy
of the highest level of commemoration: a place at the table.
These exhibits are on display on the third floor of McCain
Library and Archives through March 2019. If you have questions
about the program or the exhibits on display, contact Jennifer
Brannock at Jennifer.Brannock@usm.edu or 601.266.4347.
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES WELCOMES THREE NEW LIBRARIANS
DAWN SMITH, ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN FOR PUBLICITY AND OUTREACH

University Libraries welcomed Jamie Stanfield, science,
technology, nursing and allied health librarian, and
Justin Easterday, education and humanities librarian,
to the Gulf Coast Library on the Gulf Park campus and
Hali Black, First Year Experience librarian, to Cook
Library on the Hattiesburg campus this fall.
Jamie Stanfield, born in Amarillo, Texas, was raised in an
active-duty military family and traveled the world. She
completed her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in history
from West Texas A&M University and her master’s degree
in library science from Texas Women’s University.

Park campus. He also will provide research consultations to
students and plans to participate in community service.
Easterday plans to be as effective as possible in his role
as liaison with the students and faculty in the College
of Education and Human Sciences. He aims to be part of
a team that establishes and improves library services,
allowing the library to effectively assist students.
When he isn’t working, he enjoys mountain biking, going to
the shooting range, and plans to brew cider soon. Easterday’s
other interests include World War II, learning and cooking.

As the science, technology, nursing and allied health librarian,
Stanfield provides research services to ensure students are
able to obtain relevant information for their research. She
also develops library collections to best meet the needs of
faculty and students and provides instruction and workshops
on topics that range from citation to research methods.

Hali Black grew up in Curry, Ala, but has spent the last several
years in Florence, Ala. She graduated with a Bachelor of Science
in English from the University of North Alabama and completed
her Master of Library and Information Science degree from the
University of Alabama. She plans to complete a Master of Arts
in English from the University of North Alabama in May 2019.

Stanfield has set goals for her new position at the Gulf
Coast Library. She hopes to increase awareness of what the
library offers all students, faculty and staff. Outreach is one
of her passions, and she plans to work with all disciplines
under her care to spotlight services offered. She is currently
working with public librarians to continue the successful
Science Café on the Coast program, and she is revamping a
20th-century warfare graphic novel collection to highlight
graphic novels that focus on medicine and medical fields.

As the First Year Experience librarian, Black is part of a team
responsible for providing general and specialized research,
instruction, outreach and collection development services. She
serves as the primary contact between the Libraries and the
Office of New Student and Retention Programs and the First
Year Writing Program in the Department of English, with regard
to supporting the research and instructional needs of firstyear students. In addition to these responsibilities, Black will
also participate in outreach initiatives that build awareness
of library resources and services and actively cultivate
relationships with University faculty, staff and students.

In her spare time, she enjoys playing World of Warcraft with
her husband, watching horror movies, reading and thrifting.
Justin Easterday, from Denver, Colo., graduated from the
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs with a Bachelor of
Arts in history and Emporia State University with his Master
of Library and Information Science. After graduating with his
degree in history, he pursued a career teaching K-12, but during
his student teaching, realized he wanted to be a librarian.

Black plans to collaborate with the First Year Writing Program
to re-evaluate the instructional needs of first-year students
and consider how the Libraries can better meet those needs.
She also hopes to work with the Office of New Student and
Retention Programs to develop a series of student success
workshops, which will aim to help students improve their timemanagement skills and maintain a healthy school/life balance.

As the education and human sciences librarian, Easterday
provides assistance with research, library instruction, collection
development, and additional support for faculty and students
in the College of Education and Human Sciences at the Gulf

Black enjoys gardening, practicing yoga and playing
disc golf. She also enjoys reading, playing video games,
and spending time with her two dogs, as well as
traveling to new places and trying local cuisines.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
118 College Drive #5053
Hattiesburg, MS 39406
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RE TURN SERVICE REQUES TED

SPOTLIGHT ON

. . .KATHRYN NEW

Kathryn New is the arts and humanities librarian at Cook
Library on the Hattiesburg campus at The University of Southern
Mississippi. Her position consists of a wide range of duties
and covers a wide range
of fields, from dance to
political science. She
provides library instruction
to classes on topics such as
finding sources and citation
management. She also
assists faculty and students
with research and helps
with collection development.
Kathryn, who goes by KC,
was born in Hattiesburg, but
grew up in Starkville, where
she went on to graduate
from Mississippi State
University with a degree in history. She obtained her Master of
Library and Information Science from Florida State University.

KC joined the faculty in University Libraries in May 2018, so
while she is relatively new, she was easily able get involved
in the Libraries right away. She spent some of her early
days learning everything she needed to know about the
Libraries, but she also jumped right in to volunteer with
some of the Libraries’ service committees. She is currently
focusing on ways to make library instruction more fun for
the students, creating lib-guides, and updating tutorials
to assist faculty and students with their research.
When KC isn’t working and learning her way around Southern
Miss, she enjoys spending time with her family and friends,
cooking, reading and watching movies, often with her dog,
Sierra, who she rescued. She can often be found with a Diet
Coke and says her multi-colored hair makes her easy to find.
KC considers some of her proudest career moments to be
when a student tells her that she “saved” them after helping
with their research. The instance of assisting to “turn on the
light bulb” is one of the reasons she does what she does.
AA/EOE/ADAI
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